Response Management System that can be utilized for multiple utility incident types
(Power Outage, Water Main Break, Gas Leak) The OMS can easily be linked to existing
Customer Information Systems (for Call Capture) and data can be projected into
existing GIS Systems, including the mPower Integrator GIS/Asset Management System .

CALL CAPTURE
Quickly find information on callers by searching the CIS system on any combination of
First Name, Last Name, Street, or other identifiers. Once you’ve located the correct
customer in the lookup window, alternate phone numbers and free-form notes can be
entered before proceeding to the user-definable list of pre-defined questions, (i.e. Did you
hear a loud boom?, Is there a tree limb down?) Simple Yes/No toggle buttons allow the call
-taker to capture the key information and quickly move to the next caller.

For those

organizations with multiple utility types, different sets of questions can be pre-defined for
each utility. Calls can be captured directly through the mPower OMS System and/or
imported from off-hour call centers.

How Utilities Strike Back

The mPower Outage Management System is a browser-based Call Capture and

INCIDENT MANAGER
The incident management screen is the heart of the OMS system and provides a “dashboard” to the
Response Coordinator responsible for analyzing incoming calls and coordinating the investigation,
response and resolution of each individual incident.

By analyzing incoming calls for key indicators, the response coordinator can convert an incoming call to
a Lead Incident, which is also a “container” that other calls can be associated with and resources, such
as: Runner, Field Crew, etc. can be assigned to. As more information is obtained from the field, additional
data can be captured and additional resources can be deployed as the status of the incident evolves
into one of the following: Unassigned, Assigned, Condition Found, In Progress, Restored, or Completed. An
on-going history of the data obtained and activities assigned is maintained and easily referenced.

CALL-INS AND NOTIFICATIONS
A date/time stamped record
of individuals who have been
called in to respond to the
event

is

tracked

easily
and

created,
reported.

Similarly, notifications to other
organizations (Fire/Police) and
other utilities (Phone, Gas) can
also be easily recorded and
reported.

INTEGRATION TO GIS/MAPPING
In addition, mPower can provide a complete OMS/GIS solution. We offer everything from the consulting
and services required to make your maps GIS ready, to our flagship product, mPower Integrator.
Integrator is an extremely powerful, intuitive software product for deploying intelligent mapping
applications over the web—in a fraction of the time and cost of traditional GIS systems. The Integrator
application includes full Trace Flow Analysis capabilities, enabling you to project visually onto your map
those customers who have reported outages, making analysis of outage causes more rapid and efficient.
Already have a GIS System or an OMS system in place? No problem, mPower OMS and mPower
Integrator can be easily interfaced into your existing GIS and OMS systems and are utilized by some
customers as more intuitive, browser-based “front-ends” to existing systems, which are often cumbersome
and difficult for non-technical personnel to use effectively.

The Standard Incident Report, which can be automatically printed to PDF for easy
viewing and distribution, provides a comprehensive summary of an incident—Calls
related to the incident, resources and activities assigned, outage details, call ins,
notifications, referrals and history detail.

mPower Innovations
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Outage Management—Made Easy
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